
The Men’s Second division concluded with a winner takes all clash at the top of the table. 
Eastwood Seconds and Phoenix Flames headed into the match level on points with identical 
win and loss records, but Phoenix had to field an ineligible player meaning Eastwood were 
already 3-0 up. Pete Brumwell and Martin Rainbow won two rubbers on the night for 
Eastwood which was enough for victory overall and seals an immediate return to the First 
division. Terry Maylin and Danny Peach and Tim Baskett and Peter Lewin both won two 
rubbers each for Phoenix as they miss out on promotion by a point. 
 
Up in the Men’s Premier, Westcliff sealed back to back titles with a 6-3 victory over 
Fitzwimarc. The away side only needed three points to be crowned champions but Lee Scott 
and Reece Wiggins won all three rubbers without dropping a game and were supported by a 
double from Bryn Gillard and Matthew Tonge and a single rubber from Robert Perry and 
Toby Moon. Alan Adkins and Spencer Collins won two for the home side with a single rubber 
from James Wilson and Paul Chaplin. 
 
Westcliff also secured another title over in the Mixed Second division as their Thirds 
bounced back from relegation last season. They only needed a point to ensure promotion at 
Hawkwell but ran out 8-1 winners. Barbara Childs and Matthew Tonge and Vicki Russell and 
Mark King both recorded perfect hat-tricks and were backed up by a brace from Sandy 
Woolacott and David Clark. Sophie Pearson and Andrew Strutt got the point for the Hawks 
who finish in fourth. 
 
Elsewhere in the division, Phoenix Flames Seconds beat Fitzwimarc Thirds 7-2. Rohan 
Subasinghe and Wanitaya Bolton won three perfect rubbers with Carly Horsler and Terry 
Maylin and Ben Bradford and Kana Hazelwood each picking up two rubbers as they finish as 
runners-up. Adam Peters and Kay Bailey triumphed twice for Fitz but end the season 
bottom. 
 
Eastwood completed their Mixed Premier season with an 8-1 triumph over Fitzwimarc. 
Emma Harris and Matt Allum and Kirsty Binstead and Pete Brumwell won three rubbers 
without dropping a game while Charlotte Mortlock and Adam Sibley won two. Marie Baker 
and Spencer Collins picked up the point for the home side who remain fourth with safety 
already assured. 
 
Fitzwimarc Seconds secured second spot in the Masters First division with a 3-3 draw 
against Phoenix Flames Thirds in their final match of the season. Kera Lewis and Peter 
Smith both won two rubbers each for Fitz while Jo Howard-Simpson and Gary Rose both got 
braces for the visitors. Phoenix finish in fourth spot. 
 
Finally, Eastwood Seconds beat Westcliff Seconds 5-1 away to ensure a runners-up spot for 
them in the Ladies First division. Dawn Muggleton and Lorene Roberts each secured a hat-
trick for the visitors. Andrea Lloyd and Barbara Childs helpd Westcliff to their point. 

 
Player of the Week - Pete Brumwell 
Team of the Week - Westcliff (Men’s Premier) 
 
 


